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Dimensions: 600mm (l) 

Ergonomically designed to reduce risk of 
trapping hand or arm in animal handler.

Comfortable soft grip handle.

Bright, easy to read display screen.

Display Screen

SmartReader HR3

Ergonomic Handle

Vibrating Device

Hand Guard

Battery

LED and Beeper

PERFECT FOR A WHOLE DAY’S ACTION

MOVE EASILY BETWEEN PENS

Up to 5000 tag reads held in memory

Ergonomically engineered grip enables all day ease-of-use

Switch from pen to pen without the time consuming need to download data between pens,

simply start a new session on the reader in between each pen.

KNOW EXACTLY WHERE YOU ARE IRRESPECTIVE OF NOISE, DISTRACTIONS OR STOCK ACTIVITY

Audio, visual and vibratory handle keeps operator informed of status in noisiest environments.

Graphic display shows multiple data at once including number of tags in current session, total number of tags in memory,

EID number of last tag read and remaining battery life.

FLEXIBLE DATA TRANSFER AND STORAGE OPTIONS TO FIT WITH YOUR YARD SET UP

Transmit as you’re working, store in memory or do both at the same time

Comes with MyScale Pro software to download �les & store sessions on computer

Or can be interfaced with your existing analysis & tracking software.

Internal rechargeable battery with charge indicator

Vibrating handle to indicate tag read successful.

Beeper sounds and super brigth LED at end of 

snout �ashes, to show tag read successful

EU Regulation 21/2004 compells a mandatory introduction of electronic identi�cation for sheep and goats from 

January 2010.  Next to electronic identi�cation, the Regulation also requires individual recording of all sheep

(except those subject to derogation) and animal movements in farm registers.  IAE in association with Gallaghers 

now o�er a comprehensive range of identi�cation products and weighing solutions.



What is EID?
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Why EID?

EID is the technology by which individual animals are identi�ed and traced by a unique identifying number

stored on an electronic ear tag or bolus.

EID provides you with accessible, accurate information on your individual animals.

EID gives you the ability to make more informed farm management decisions.

EID maximise the number of high production animals on your farm.

Panel Reader
mounted to IAE race

Easy identi�cation of individual animals

Fast access to accurate information, automated drafting

Reduced paperwork

Full integration with other databases

Accurate record keeping for breeding 

Monitor animal health risks

Full traceability for consumers

Direct interface to weighing system

Bene�ts of EID


